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How to think creatively about
things that are not ʻproblemsʼ
and that are taken for granted
ʻIf itʼs not a problem, chances
are itʼs not been thought about
for a long time. Then rewards
from new thinking can be largeʼ
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ʻGreat managers put corporate
performance first and their own
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TO
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FOCUS
Someone asks an Irishman the way to a certain village.
The man replies: ‘If I was going there I would not start
from here.’ That is a very logical reply, even if it is not
advice that is of much immediate practical value to the
questioner.
Edward de Bono

LETTER
TO
THINKERS

If you do not know where you are going, you are not
likely to get there. If you do not know where you are
going, you will not know the direction in which to start
your journey. It is sound advice to know where you
want to end up before starting the journey. But this
sound advice does not always apply with creative
thinking.
With creative thinking you may have a defined goal or
value point. Connex, a mobile company in Romania,
set out to simplify its systems. It used the Six Hats
framework. As a result it reduced the time needed to
register a new customer from eight hours to 15
minutes.
Creativity can be used for problem-solving. Statoil in
Norway had a problem with an oil rig that was costing
about $100,000 a day. Then Jens Arup, one of my
trainers, introduced the Six Hats. The problem was
solved in just 12 minutes and saved $10 million. The
Karee platinum mine in South Africa used to have
around 210 fights every month between the seven
tribes working there. After ‘thinking’ was taught to the
illiterate miners the number of fights dropped to just
four.
There can be an ill-defined opportunity and then the
purpose of creative thinking is to give it shape and
practicality. So there are times when creativity can
have a defined destination. There are, however, other
times when the only defined destination is ‘to have
new ideas in this area’.

AREA FOCUS
There are two main types of focus in creative and
lateral thinking. The first type is ‘purpose’ focus. We
know where we want to end up. We know the purpose
of our thinking. We know what we want to achieve.
Problem-solving and task-fulfilment are both clear
examples of this.
The other type of focus is ‘area’ focus. We do not know
where we want to end up. We only know where we are
starting. We only know the area we are looking at.
With area focus the only destination is ‘to have new
ideas in this area’. That is a very, very broad
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destination which does not help us to get along with our
thinking.
There are techniques, such as ‘random entry’, which
are very useful with area focuses. It is also possible to
use the other principles and techniques of lateral
thinking.

SOAP
The other type of focus is area focus. We
do not know where we want to end up.
We only know where we are starting. We
only know the area we are looking at. With
area focus the only destination is ‘to have
new thoughts in this area’. This is a very,
very broad destination which does not
help us to get along with our thinking. The
techniques of lateral thinking do help.

Suppose the focus is ‘we want new ideas in the area of
soap’. We look at a bar of soap and using ‘challenge’ we
ask why soap has to be such a large bar. It does not.
There is liquid soap. There are soap powder or soap
flakes. But what about a form that is larger than
powder, but smaller than a bar? What about small balls
of soap about as big as ball bearings?
How would you use these soap balls? You could put
them into a muslin bag. Indeed, people already do this
with the small remains of used soap. What would be
the value of this new form?
One value would be that you could choose and mix
your own flavours by choosing different balls to put
into the muslin bag. You could choose four lavender
balls and two rose balls. You could add a jasmine ball,
etc. In this way you could personalise the scent of the
soap.

Once you have taken the first creative
step the mental operation of movement
takes over. Movement is a key part of
lateral thinking and especially of provocation. Any step defines a new direction.
We pursue that direction to see where it
leads us. We note changes in direction,
concepts and potential value. Part of our
minds should be ‘extracting the concept’

If personalising the scent of the soap you use is
perceived as a value, how else could we do it? We
might have special pads on which the soap normally
rests. On to this pad you could put drops of whatever
perfumes, or perfume mix, you wanted. Would this
work? I do not know. You would need to try out the
idea.
What about soap that held its own water? You could
pick up and use this soap instantly. How could this be
achieved? You would now seek to work out how to do
this. What about the surface of the soap? This is always
smooth. Could it be rough and mildly abrasive to
remove the layers of dead skin?

DIRECTION, CONCEPT, VALUE
Once you have taken the first creative step then the
mental operation of ‘movement’ takes over. Movement
is a key part of lateral thinking and especially of
provocation. Any step defines a new direction. We
pursue that direction to see where it leads us. We note
changes in direction, in concepts and in potential value.
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At all times part of our mind should be ‘extracting the
concept’. Once we can define the concept then we can
explore ways of delivering that concept. Without
concepts we merely stumble from idea to idea.
At every moment, part of our mind is looking for
potential value. What is the value here? There may be a
strong value that emerges. The value may be so weak
that it is only ‘a possible point of interest’.
The main value of ‘area focus’ is that it is
not problem-solving. Almost all habits of
thinking are directed towards problemsolving. What is the problem? How do we
solve it? Problems can also be defined as
deviations or as deficiencies from “what
should be”, or as “tasks that we want to
achieve.”. In contrast, area focus lets us
focus new thinking on anything at all

Movement is a mental skill that needs to be developed.
The only time we use it naturally is when reading
poetry. We do not judge the practical reality of what
the poet is writing, but move on from the images,
metaphors and juxtapositions that the poet is using.
With ‘movement’ we take a step forward from where
we are at the moment. With ordinary thinking you can
only take a step towards a known destination.

NOT PROBLEM-SOLVING
The main value of ‘area focus’ is that it is not problemsolving. Almost all our habits of thinking are directed
towards problem-solving. What is the problem? How do
we solve it? Problems can be defined as deviations
or deficiencies from ‘what should be’. Problems can
also be defined as ‘tasks we want to achieve’.
In contrast, area focus allows us to focus on anything at
all...I want new ideas about ties...I want new ideas
about car headlights...I want new ideas about police
uniforms...I want new ideas about voting...I want new
ideas about toothbrushes, etc.
An area focus can cover a whole object or situation. An
area focus can also cover just one aspect...I want new
ideas about the positioning of traffic lights...I want new
ideas about the first step you take into a bank...I want
new ideas about the positioning of headlines in a
newspaper...I want new ideas about the colour of a
screen in a cinema, etc.

COMPLACENCY
When things are going well and there are no obvious
problems, many people feel there is no need for
creativity. There is complacency.
Choosing to think creatively about things which are
not problems and which are taken for granted can be
very productive. If something is not a problem, the
chances are that no one has thought about that matter
for a long time. So the rewards from some ‘new
thinking’ can be considerable.
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MANAGEMENT GOOD AND BAD

Robert Heller

SIGNPOSTS
FOR
MANAGERS

THE CEO CULT ASSUMES THE FATE
OF THE ENTIRE ORGANISATION RESTS
OVERWHELMINGLY ON AN EMINENCE WHO

The one subject on which all managers should have
strong and well-informed opinions is management
itself. Everybody has had the miserable experience of
working for or with a ‘bad manager’: and you would
have to be desperately unlucky never to encounter a
‘good’ one. But what do ‘good’ and ‘bad’ mean in this
context?
The more you think about this tricky but vital question,
the more layers you have to peel away. This reflection
is prompted by a fascinating article in Business Week
(January 10-17) which awards medals to ‘the best’
current managers, slams ‘the worst’ and records the
fate of those (presumably also among the worst), who
have already ‘fallen’ - dismissed from chief executive
office as punishment for their failures.
Note that the only managers included in the study are
at the summit. This is a by-product of the CEO cult,
which assumes, against all the evidence, that the fate of
the entire organization depends overwhelmingly on
the single eminence who takes all the decisions and
governs all the strategic management. It must in fact be
true that an organisation’s success or failure depend on
the strength of management at all levels and in all
functions. A ‘well-managed company’ can’t just mean
one with a brilliant and forceful boss.
Plainly, a truly great CEO proves him or herself by the
quality of the people managing alongside the central
figure and those who answer to these leading managers:
and on how all staff are mobilised to give their best. BW
doesn’t pay much attention to this crucial issue; though
it does praise the ‘greatest achievement’ of Steven
Reinemund, the head of PepsiCo, which is ‘developing
people rather than products...PepsiCo has developed
one of the deepest executive benches in Corporate
America. Moreover, the diversity of that bench has
proved to be an asset in tapping new markets’.

TAKES ALL THE DECISIONS AND RUNS
ALL THE STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT. IN
FACT, SUCCESS OR FAILURE MUST REST
ON THE STRENGTH OF MANAGEMENT AT
ALL LEVELS AND IN ALL FUNCTIONS. A
WELL-MANAGED COMPANY CAN’T JUST
MEAN ONE WITH A BRILLIANT LEADER
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FOCUS ON THE GOAL
Then, Anne Mulcahy of Xerox, is quoted to this effect:
‘Turnround or growth, it’s getting your people focused
on the goal that is still the job of leadership’. Nobody
can deny that, although a couple of weighty questions
are begged. What if the goal is wrong? What other
things have to be achieved by the leader and the led?
Do turnrounds differ from growth management? To
put that question another way, nine of the 17 best
managers chosen by Business Week won their medals
by turning companies round: Mulcahy’s Xerox, for
example, ‘was in terrible shape’.

Turnrounds certainly provide a searching test
of a manager’s character and abilities. But the
standards of comparison are by definition low.
Moving Xerox from terrible to mediocre, for
instance, certainly constitutes a great leap
forward. But the sales increase expected this
year would be the first since 1999 - which in
absolute terms hardly ranks as a medalwinning performance.
Not only are the standards debatable: but the
methods used in turnrounds are essentially
one-off. Mulcahy’s programme is typical: make
sharp staff and business cutbacks, and bring in
a new chief financial officer. The tougher tests
of management ability come after the clean-up,
when the turnround boss must compare, not
with the failed predecessors, but with the best
of the competition. The step from fallen star to
shining light is enormously steep, not least
because of the traumas suffered in the bad old
days. And you can always fall back on the way.

TURNROUND TUMBLE
One of the fallen managers knows all about
that. In a five-year reign, Craig Conway had
‘engineered a dramatic turnround’ at the software giant PeopleSoft. He ‘drove it to record
sales’, but then lost his grip - and his job - as
one merger disappointed and a hostile takeover
bid put Conway on the rack. Turnround skills
often don’t convert into broader talents. But
that raises a fundamental point about all
managers. How long must a good manager
manage well to prove his or her goodness?
Jeffrey Immelt has won a good press for his act
in succession to living legend Jack Welch at
General Electric: but the handover took place
only in September 2001. Welch was in charge
for two decades. At Advanced Micro Devices,
the arch-foe Intel is being given a real run for its
money. But CEO Hector Ruiz is just coming up
for his third anniversary. In fact, only two of
the ‘best’ 17 have been in the job for more than
five years - and one is Chung Mong Koo of
Hyundai, who is the founder’s son.
At Nike, the turnround man goes one better. He
is the founder - Philip Knight. This LETTER has
previously praised the concentric management
that took Nike soaring past Reebok. But Knight
then ran into trouble in the sports market and
in the public arena, where its Third World
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labour practices caused highly unfavourable
and damaging criticism. But the reaction of
managers to adversity speaks volumes about
their quality - and Knight passed the test with
colours aloft.
He examined the company, identified the
faults, and acted decisively to improve matters
- he ‘revamped management and brought in
key outsiders to oversee finances and apparel
lines’. Knight also ‘devoted more energy to
mundane details such as developing top-flight
information systems, logistics, and supplychain management’. Mastery of the mundane
and being ready to recognise mundane
mistakes are among the attributes that divide
the sheep from the goats.

STRONG RESERVATIONS
But there’s one far from mundane feature of
Knight’s reforms. He is 66 years old, well past
the point when the conservatism of age so often
blocks introduction of new necessities. Knight
has also recognised the reality of his own age,
appointing a new CEO back in November. I’ve
nothing against the handover, but have strong
reservations on three counts: the new man
comes from a very different background,
Johnson’s Wax; he’s 57 years old, which is too
close both to retiring and Knight; and the latter
is staying on himself as chairman.
BW itself recognises the risks in a report on the
ousting of CEO David Pottruck from Charles
Schwab, the once revolutionary brokerage
house. Many people hold the eponymous
chairman, Chuck Schwab, ‘partly responsible’
for Pottruck’s fate. The boss ‘weighed in on key
decisions’, took an ‘active role’ in strategy, and
left open the possibility that he might resume
full power - which duly happened as Pottruck
succumbed to an impossible situation.
One most telling test of a manager is the
performance of the successor management. If
Immelt continues his good run at GE, Welch
can justifiably claim a great deal of credit, both
for the time and trouble he took over the
choice, and for having developed a top tier of
able managers. But how do you measure that
ability? Most attributes of good management
are subjective. They sound fine - like finding
great successors - but the greatness can only be
proved by results. Which results, though?

The answer given by the magazine is entirely predictable. By and large, goodness is measured in the sales
figures, the profit and loss accounts and the investment
returns. Immelt’s virtue is thus established by a 19%
rise in the GE stock price; that of Pepsico’s Reinemund
by a 17% predicted rise in 2004 earnings per share: that
of Nike’s Knight by a 15% rise in fiscal year sales to
$12.3 billion, on which the company earned nearly a
billion dollars - up by 27%.
THE STANDARDS APPLIED IN JUDGING
TURNROUNDS ARE DEBATABLE, AND THE
METHODS ARE ESSENTIALLY ONE-OFF. A
TYPICAL PROGRAMME INVOLVES LARGE
STAFF AND BUSINESS CUTBACKS AND
TIDYING UP MESSY FINANCES. BUT THE
TOUGHER TESTS COME LATER WHEN A
TURNROUND LEADER HAS TO COMPARE
WITH THE BEST OF THE COMPETITION
– AND RISK FALLING BACK ON THE WAY

From one angle, this is perfectly fair. The investor cares
only for the financial results, above all the share price.
Wall Street is indifferent to the means, so long as that
price rises. Yet the price has many disadvantages as a
measure of managerial worth. It is not within the direct
control of any management. It has a fuzzy, uncertain
relationship to underlying non-financial performance.
It is fundamentally short-term, whereas the destiny of
the company is determined over the long term - Nike is
nearly 40 years old, for example.
Worst of all, putting the financial cart before the
performance horse risks the taking of short cuts. No
virtue stands out from the best managers listed. But
one vice is glaringly conspicuous among the worst and
the fallen. That vice is fiddling the figures. Mortgage
giant Fannie Mae thus misstated earnings for three and
a half years, leading to a $9 billion restatement that
wiped out 40% of the supposed profits in the period.
The Krispy Kreme doughnut chain is in trouble for the
way it accounted for franchisee buyouts. Royal Dutch
Shell notoriously overcounted its oil reserves by 20% a mere 4 billion barrels.

ROLL OF DISHONOUR

ONE VICE IS GLARINGLY CONSPICUOUS
AMONG THE WORST AND THE FALLEN
MANAGERS - FIDDLING THE FIGURES.
THE GOOD MANAGERS WILL INSIST ON
HAVING FINANCIAL AND OTHER DATA
SUPPLIED AT THE HIGHEST POSSIBLE
LEVELS OF ACCURACY AND HONESTY –
THEY DON’T TREAT MONEY OUTCOMES,
INCLUDING THEIR OWN REWARDS, AS
BIG ACHIEVEMENTS IN THEMSELVES
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The roll of dishonour goes on and on. Software giant
Computer Associates boosted quarterly earnings by
keeping its books open for extra days - ‘the 35-day
month’. At Nortel Networks, a great name in telecoms,
‘several investigations are under way to determine if
Dunn [CEO Frank Dunn] cooked the books to generate
profits and cash bonuses’. The moral is clear. Good
managers insist on having financial and other data
delivered to the highest possible levels of accuracy and
honesty: and they treat the financial outcomes, which
take in their own options and bonuses, as a product of
their achievements - certainly not as achievements in
themselves.
They also accept that management is a fluid, not a fixed
activity. In the immortal words of US Secretary of State
Donald Rumsfeld (himself castigated by BW as one of
the worst managers), ‘Stuff happens’. Managers with
long-run records of high achievement, like Margaret
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Whitman of eBay, Steve Jobs of Apple and Pixar, Nike
boss Phil Knight, or George David, the head of United
Technologies, have been forced to correct mistakes,
change tack and adjust to new circumstances time and
again - Jobs was even thrown out of his own company
for a spell. United’s double-digit earnings growth since
David took over back in 1994 results from intelligent
adaptation to changes in its three key markets of
aerospace systems, elevators and aerospace systems.
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Some of the time, adapting means damage limitation.
Many businesses are cyclical by nature. So-called ‘Rust
Belt’ companies like steel makers and steel users are
booming in step these days, chalking up huge orders
and profits. The wise among them know, however,
that one day the flow will dry up, and they will no
longer see 39% earnings growth - until the next time.
Such wisdom keeps managers sane. They don’t take
the general surge as evidence of their personal genius.
Their skill lies in making the most of the upturns, and
minimising the damage when the bad times roll.

MANAGEMENT CYCLE
There’s a cycle in management as well as business. The
formula that creates a firm’s early success demands
renewal early in middle age to gain the professional
corporate drive required to advance into the zone of
established wealth and market power. There the next
danger point lurks in waiting: when the systems and
attitudes that built success and were built up by that
success no longer work well. Few leaders then have
Knight’s ability to reinvent himself and the company.
Of course, renewal is not the responsibility of the
leader alone. The virtual absence of the led from BW’s
tributes to the Best Managers is seemingly confirmed
by a Fortune survey, based on polling employees, of
the 100 Best Companies to Work For. Not one of the
Best Manager companies features in this long list: and
yet creating a company whose people love working
there is surely one of the attributes that most managers
would place high up the list of desirable qualities.
The ‘best’ workplaces need not be under the command
of people with high profiles, though - and maybe that’s
part of the answer. Just as the great managers put
corporate performance first and their own rewards
second, so they put their personal performance ahead
of their egos - and are highly objective. I used to ask
audiences of British managers if they agreed that
British management was poor. A clear and large
majority always said Yes. I then asked all those who
thought themselves bad managers to raise their hands.
Not one arm ever went up. So much for objectivity!
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